PRG Nocturne V-9 LED Video Module
The PRG Nocturne V-9 LED Video
module, with a high-resolution 9mm
pixel pitch, is a lightweight purposedesigned unit for fast-deployment
in flexible configurations. It is an
ideal video solution for all markets
including concert touring, corporate
events and theatrical applications.
Since the V-9 doesn’t use shaders
or hoods, it provides very wide
viewing angles, allowing for use in
a wide range of venues and seating
configurations. Using Nichia 3 in 1
SMD LEDs, the V-9 features a pixel
pitch of 9mm and offers superior
imaging.
The V-9 is designed for use with a
quick-deployment touring frame,
which allows for rapid deployment
and efficient disassembly. Its modular
design makes the product lighter and
easier to hang in more configurations
as well as making it easier to quickly
service in the field. Using industrial
magnets, individual modules can
be quickly and easily removed and
replaced without the need for tools.
The PRG Nocturne Touring Frame is
available in different panel sizes for
custom-sized LED configurations.
The V-9 LED video module is precisely
color calibrated for accurate moduleto-module matching throughout
the life of the units. In-house color
calibration ensures consistent color
matching and a superior image for
your productions. The V-9 is built and
calibrated in the USA, as is the entire
range of PRG Nocturne LED video
products.

Universal Processor
All PRG Nocturne LED video products use
the same processor reducing the need for
multiple processors when mixing any of
our V-Series LED video modules.

Features
•

Superior imaging

•

Color calibrated

•

Rapid Deployment Touring Frame for efficient installation and disassembly

•

Lightweight, yet rugged

•

Flexible sizes of touring frames for creative designs

•

2,000 NIT brightness (calibrated)

Specifications
pixel pitch (true pitch):

9.33 mm

pixel configuration/technology:

3 in 1 (RGb) smd

led brand:

nichia

video processing:

16-bit

color processing:

16-bit

dimming capability:

12-bit (4,096 levels)

color temperature:

3,000-9,500k (programmable)

calibration:

pixel to pixel/module to module for each color

scanning speed:

960hz to 5,400hz (programmable)

refresh rate:

240hz to 1,350hz (programmable)

horizontal viewing angle:

170°

vertical viewing angle:

170°

contrast ratio:

1,000 to 1

service access:

front & rear (magnetic mount)

white brightness @ 6,500K:

typical 2,000 nits (cd/m2) (programmable)

max brightness:

2,200 nits (cd/m2)

transparency:

0%

PRG Nocturne V-9 LED Video Module Specifications (continued)
module size (in/mm) W x H x D:

17.64 x 4.41 x 2.87 (448 x 112 x 73)

weight per module:

3 lbs (1.4 kg)

weight per m2:

59.8 lbs (27.2 kg)

Pixel density/module configuration:

576 LEDs per tile (48 x 12)

pixels per square meter:

11,480 pixels

ip rating, front/back:

ip65/ip65

Humidity proof:

yes

data connection:

Fiber/copper

AC POWER INPUT:

100 - 240V

maximum power per module:

45 watts

maximum power per m2:

225 watts

TEMPERATURE RANGE:

32 to 113°F (0 to 45°C)
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WIDTH:
17.64 in (448 mm)

HEIGHT:
4.41 in (112 mm)

DEPTH:
2.87 IN (73 MM)

WEIGHT:
3 lbs (1.4 kg)

